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Upper Elementary Class Notes

POLITICAL ECONOMY
A. Political Economy as Part of the Social Contract
1. So far we have studied how American culture became the way that it is by changed to its
social contract. America started by championing natural rights, but, because it couldn’t
overcome the inheritance of slavery, after the Civil War, the social contract was more about
“civil rights.”
2. Another was the social contract changed was it political economy.
3. If politics is the government making laws, and the economy is people making and trading
things, then political economy is simply “the government making laws about the people
making and trading things.
4. This is a part of the social contract, because making and trading things is a part of how we
agree to live together.
B. Modern Political Economy
1. Modern American political economy is usually called a “mixed economy.” This means that
most industries and companies are private, but a lot of the economy is also “public,” i.e.
controlled by government.
2. We are all accustomed, for instance, to the fact that America is home to many small
businesses (like local restaurants) and huge corporations (like Apple and Amazon).
3. At the same time, however, the government (whether federal, or state, or local) controls
certain parts of the economy, such as “public” education. The government also “regulates”
how we live, such as by environmental laws to control pollution, and, ever since the Obama
presidency, healthcare.gov, a federal system for directing how people can access medical care
that is supposed to make it more affordable.
4. The mixture of the private and public elements is why it’s called a “mixed” economy.
C. The Trend Towards Socialism
1. Because the government is controlling more and more of our lives, the mixture will soon be
that more parts of life are controlled by government than are private. Right now in America,
the government controls 46% of the economy. In Canada, it’s 52%. In France, it’s 62%.
2. When the government controls more than it lives free, that is generally called “socialism.”
3. In the past two years, the government has also been extremely controlling of both private life
and business, by “locking down” society, and ordering businesses to either stop operating or
change how they do business in order to try to stop the spread of Covid-19. This is one of the
reasons government control is growing.
4. People also want the government to help them as much as possible. President’s Trump and
Biden have mailed government checks to people, and Joe Biden wants to create a $2.3
trillion government spending program to “stimulate” the economy.
D. The Original American Political Economy
1. If the current American political economy is a “mixed economy” moving in the direction of
socialism, where did it start, and how did we get here?
2. The original political economy was rooted in the concept of individual liberty. People didn’t
want the government interfering in what they make or trade.
3. This was one of the reasons for the American Revolution. For example, the Stamp Act of
1765 was a tax on the making and trading of legal documents.
4. When the colonists rebelled against it, the British government placed a new tax on tea, which
was met with act of political-economic rebellion: the Boston Tea Party!
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5. A big part of the reason the original American political
economy was so free is that a society based on the idea of the
individual’s right to pursue his own happiness clearly cannot
tolerate too much interference in that pursuit by government.
6. Not surprisingly, it was Thomas Jefferson’s view of political
economy that was most important in early America.
Jefferson, like Washington, was a great admirer of the political
economy of the ancient Roman Republic in which the leading
citizens were farmers.
7. One of their role models was a republican hero of ancient
Rome named Cincinnatus, who was made the temporary
dictator in an emergency, and then gave up his political power
to return to farming.
8. Since agriculture is the main activity of the good citizen in
this model of political economy, it is known as agrarianism.
9. The only other model the founders had available to them was
Europe, in which kings made laws to control trade (like the
Stamp Act and Tea tax). This kind of political economy is
known as mercantilism, but it was not popular in America at
first, because it was the way the British Empire acted, and
Americans wanted a political economy of freedom instead.
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A statue of Cincinnatus in
the American city of
Cincinnati (evidently,
named after him) shows the
ancient Roman leaders
giving up the “fasces” (a
symbol of power) a
returning to the plow (a
symbol of agrarian life).
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